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What do postmodern exhibitionists, Islamic holy warriors and marauding ultra-nationalists
share in common? Seemingly little, aside from the fact that these bizarre bedfellows are the
star assets of US policy in Eurasia.

And despite their use of very different tactics, they all are tasked with the same mission: to
undermine Russia, the only great power consistently opposed to American hegemony.

The Sochi Diversion

Today East and West contemplate the possibility of war over the fate of Ukraine, but the
popular narrative was tailored for just such a standoff well in advance. Any attentive reader
of Western press sources over recent months will have noticed that a dramatic upswing of
negative Russia coverage began after Vladimir Putin thwarted Washington’s planned assault
on Syria last summer. For just one example of the establishment’s dissemination of absurd
Russophobia,  look  no  further  than  the  recent  spy  film  Jack  Ryan:  Shadow  Recruit,  which
features Kremlin-directed Orthodox Christian suicide bombers attacking Mammonism’s Holy
of Holies, the New York Stock Exchange. As the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympics got underway,
executives at the six US media giants plus their counterparts at the BBC and elsewhere had
a green light to inflict maximum damage. Journalists were looking to fan the flames of any
possible scandal at the games, but the stories didn’t add up to their hype.

A  number  of  issues  were  used  to  paint  Russia  in  an  unflattering  light,  one  at  times
approaching  caricature.  Was  there  some  amount  of  corruption,  mismanagement  and
inefficiency in constructing the new Olympic village in Sochi? Few Russians would doubt it,
yet were American reporters really so insular as to expect nothing less than Switzerland?
Exposure of bribery and fraud, lest we forget, featured as the epilogue to squeaky-clean Salt
Lake  City’s  2002  Winter  Games.  Meanwhile,  threats  by  Islamic  terrorists  –  the  same
Mujahedin operatives serving as proxies of US policy from Libya and Syria to Kosovo and
Chechnya – against the Black Sea resort were amplified considerably with helpful leaks from
“concerned” officials in Washington, to the point of convincing American Olympians’ families
to  stay  home  in  fear[i].  But  where  were  such  warnings  before  two  Chechens  with
connections to US intelligence allegedly bombed the Boston Marathon in April of 2013?

The media’s favorite manufactured controversy at the Olympics, moreover, had nothing at
all  to do with winter sports.  Western audiences were led to believe that Russia’s laws
banning the promotion of sodomy to children had cast a sinister pall over the games; in an
expression of unfeigned displeasure, President Barack Obama skipped attendance (Killing
Pashtun  and  Yemeni  villagers  with  drone-launched  Hellfire  missiles  is  praiseworthy  –
upholding any measure of traditional morality is not[ii]). Try as they might, the press corps
could  find  no  evidence  of  “oppression”  of  homosexuals  at  Sochi,  with  the  gay  American
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skater Johnny Weir stating that he was treated “fantastically” by the Russian people during
his  stay.  Even  State  Department-sponsored  provocateurs  from  the  cultural  Marxist  outfit
Pussy Riot, famous for previous acts of obscenity and sacrilege, made a sorry attempt at
spectacle before beating a hasty retreat. Unfazed, the Russian national team would go on to
win first place for both gold medals and the overall count.

Flashpoint: Ukraine

Western  vitriol  over  the  Sochi  Olympics  represents  one  component  of  an  information
campaign,  itself  part  of  a  wider  US-led  geopolitical  offensive  against  Moscow.  A  variety  of
policy instruments are used for the objective of “containment,” from NATO expansion and
power projection to sanctions against Russian companies. Yet by far the most economical
means in the quest to weaken and demoralize Russia has been covert action, operations run
under plausible deniability and comprising a broad range of activities. From the years of the
Cold War, the Trans-Atlantic establishment has built an entire covert-action apparatus that
encompasses  not  only  intelligence  services  and  special  units  of  the  military,  but  also
nationalist paramilitaries, crime syndicates, transnational terror networks and a host of well-
funded NGOs deeply intertwined with academia, major corporations and the media. In other
words, an arsenal for full-spectrum subversion[iii].

Secret wars are waged just as intensively as the overt ones, and on multiple fronts. All the
commotion over the Olympics amounted to a distraction from the central theater of action –
Ukraine. As the curtain closed on Sochi, political unrest in Kiev climaxed with the overthrow
of the undoubtedly corrupt but still legitimate President Viktor Yanukovych by pro-Western

forces on February 22nd.  The liberal-nationalist  coalition that  took power through mass
protests and street fighting enjoyed extensive support – both public and clandestine – from
the United States government. Timed for precisely the moment when Russia’s leadership
was absorbed with showcasing its Olympics to the world, the coup’s main objective was to
finally  incorporate  Ukraine  as  an  EU/NATO  satrapy.   The  Washington-Wall  Street  agenda
envisions stripping the country of its agricultural and industrial wealth and the deployment
of US missile defense architecture just a day’s drive from Red Square.

What the events of early 2014 show is how quickly “soft power” can transition to the hard
variant; subversion makes inroads for aggression. Washington spent two decades and $5
billion to make Ukraine safe for Chevron and Exxon-Mobil, but now it is reaping far more
than it anticipated. Moscow has moved decisively to secure its vital interests in the region,
leading to Crimea and the key naval base of Sevastopol being reunited with Russia after 60
years of estrangement. And the Russian-oriented south and east of Ukraine are also rising
against  an  illegitimate  regime  resolved  on  virtually  giving  away  strategic  assets  to
multinationals – while sending ultra-nationalist militias to enforce the sales[iv]. From the
port of Odessa to the Don River Basin, both Russians and Ukrainians share one thousand
years of  a unified Eastern Slavic civilization,  an ideal  that endures in blood and spirit;  this
reality will long outlive predatory IMF “structural adjustments” and the deformed chauvinism
on offer from the current junta in Kiev.

After  twenty years of  eastward encroachment,  the US push into Ukraine is  the logical
application of a policy to cripple Russia’s recovery and attain unchallenged dominance over
the Eurasian heartland and its  natural  resources.  Several  consecutive rounds of  NATO
enlargement, the criminal bombardment of Serbia and subsequent overthrow of Slobodan
Milosevic, a string of CIA-orchestrated color revolutions in the former Soviet space and the
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2008 Georgia War – far from isolated occurrences, these events show an ever-tightening
ring of encirclement. For Kremlin strategists, the Maidan takeover in Kiev proved the point of
no return; they’ve seen that the Pax Americana plays for keeps. With their very future on
the line, the Russians are fighting back.

Targeted for destabilization,  Russia has demonstrated the will  to use force in order to
protect its people and interests. Short of outright military action, it possesses formidable
covert capabilities. The ruthless Cheka-KGB pioneered the practice of human intelligence,
and we should remember that most of Ukrainian territory was once the arena of unrelenting
partisan campaigns during the Second World War. Given Ukraine’s importance to Russia’s
overall geopolitical position, it’s a safe assumption that the contemporary FSB and GRU
have developed robust agent networks and operational infrastructure for just the sort of
contingency that Moscow confronts today. At the same time, the West’s feverish search for
spetsnaz troops in the country is wholly beside the point; resistance in the pro-Russian
southeast is organic and growing.

Russia is perhaps the one nation preventing the United States from becoming the last
empire, the progenitor of a tyrannical world-state; it is therefore positioned squarely on the
front line of a sustained twilight struggle. Globalist oligarchs, the actual controllers of the
liberal  order,  employ  multiple  vectors  of  subversion  in  their  ferocious  attack  on  faith,
sovereignty and identity. Whether our telescreens depict jihadists wreaking destruction from
the Levant to the Caucasus, cells of NGO “activists” waging psychological warfare through
the propagation of deviance, or deranged Ukrainian nationalists bent on fratricide, we are
assured that all are heroes marching in the grand cause of democracy. 

Though  retaining  effective  deterrence  is  essential  for  any  independent  state,  the  ultimate
strength of a Third Rome resurgent lies in its eternal tradition, that ancient Christianity once
adopted by a rough-hewn Viking ruler from Kiev. When the Russian lands were threatened
by ideological aggression from the West some eight centuries ago, soldier-prince Aleksandr
Nevsky defended his people with spirit and sword:

From  Adam  to  the  flood,  from  the  flood  to  the  division  of  tongues,  from  the
mixing of tongues to the beginning of Abraham, from Abraham until Israel’s
passing through the Red Sea, from Israel’s Exodus to the death of Tsar David,
from the beginning of Solomon’s reign to Tsar Augustus, from the beginning of
Augustus  to  Christ’s  Birth,  from  Christ’s  birth  unto  the  Passion  and
Resurrection of Our Lord, from His Resurrection to His Ascension into heaven,
from His  Ascension  into  heaven  until  the  reign  of  Constantine,  from the
beginning of Constantine’s reign to the First Council, from the First Council
until  the Seventh – all  of  this we know well,  and from you we accept no
doctrine.

In our  age Russia is  accused by American officialdom of  “betraying the New World Order”
when the New World Order is betrayal itself, the very crowning of modern apostasy. Let the
words of Aleksandr Nevsky be the answer of every free and noble people to the masters of
subversion:

FROM YOU WE ACCEPT NO DOCTRINE.
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[i] Dmitro Yarosh, the leader of Ukraine’s fascist Right Sector, called upon the Chechen militant Doku
Umarov to carry out terror attacks in Russia just weeks before the latter was killed in March by an
FSB special unit. Ukrainian nationalists are known to have fought on the side of Chechen rebels
during the 1990s and 2000s. One such figure, the now-deceased Oleksandr Muzychko, “Sashko
Biliy,” tortured and murdered at least 20 captured Russian soldiers.

[ii] Coincidentally or otherwise, the top financial donors for the Human Rights Campaign, America’s
premiere homosexual lobbying organization, are drone manufacturers from the military-industrial
complex.

 [iii] Many are unaware that the CIA is far from a simple intelligence service; like Britain’s MI5 and
MI6, its business has been social engineering both at home and abroad. Under the guidance of tax-
exempt foundations, its programs have included funding and promoting not just jihadists and
nationalist paramilitaries, but control of the media, feminism, the arts, the psychedelic revolution
and narcotics trade. This is only a short rendering of cases of dialectics in action, giving one
nonetheless a more definite sense of the aims of the “New World Order.”

[iv] Another odd partnership forged on the Maidan against Moscow has been that of Right Sector and
Ukrainian oligarch Igor Kolomoisky, the head of the European Jewish Congress and a prominent
patron of Zionist causes.
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